
Chapter 9

HANDOUT

Exe r c i s e : D i s c e rn i ng the Mos t App rop r i a t e
Leade r sh i p Ro l e 9 ( 1 )

(Continued )

Leadership Role Outcomes Sought

Leader:
• Clearly describe your vision,
strategy, values, or mission
involved in the situation

• Describe high but reachable
standards to achieve
performance results

• Share passion and values
• Share stories and use
personal vulnerability to
gain buy-in and build
relationship

• Provide knowledge, facts,
and inputs from external
stakeholders

•Gain buy-in or commitment
to a vision

• Inspire or motivate an
employee

• Foster alignment
• Create shared culture/
shared values

• Invoke passion

Manager:
•Work to develop strengths,
overcome weaknesses, or
learn new capabilities

• Achieve performance results
or organizational goals

• Layout or implement plan/
budget

9. Source: Adapted from the leadership activity “Coaching as a Conversation” at http://www.work-
shopexercises.com/Leadership_continued.htm#L13. Accessed on October 11, 2014.
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(Continued)

(Continued )

Leadership Role Outcomes Sought

• Develop, hire, select, and/or
assign people

• Clearly state needs and
expectations

• Ask for outcomes
• Identify source of problem
• Develop solution to problem
• Implement strategies and
plan

• Direct resources

• Establish structure
• Delegate authority
• Control and problem solve
(identify core problem)

•Monitor resources

Mentor:
• Describe your observations
of the employee, and
explain how the employee’s
behavior is interpreted in
light of the organization’s
political structure and
culture or the biases, likes
and dislikes of senior
managers

• Share knowledge or
experience using stories,
feelings, facts, and
outcomes

• Prepare the employee for a
new job or role

• Develop a long-term
relationship

• Increase the employee’s
political savvy (awareness of
land mines, sensitivity to
how decisions are made and
work gets done, skill in
maneuvering through
complex situations) and
organizational agility
(knowledge of how things
function and how to get
results through formal and
informal channels)
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(Continued)

Source: Kawamura (2007b).

Leadership Role Outcomes Sought

Coach:
• Describe the situation
you see; prompt
responses

• Ask questions
• Focus on listening to
understand

•Give objective, behavior-
based description of
performance deficiencies

• Address a problem (define
it, explore it, share feelings,
give objective, behavior-
based description of its
performance deficiencies,
design a plan of action,
encourage commitment to
the plan)

•Get employee to
understand, know, take
responsibility for, or
personally address a
problem

• Help employee better
perform, correct
inappropriate behavior,
develop goals and
implement plans, and
advance skills needed to
conduct, accept, or pursue
new responsibilities
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HANDOUT

Exe r c i s e : D i s c e rn i ng the Mos t App rop r i a t e
Leade r sh i p Ro l e (2 )

Coaching Approach Outcomes Sought

Counseling: The manager
describes the situation as he/
she sees it, prompts
responses, asks questions, and
focuses on listening to
understand

The goals are to define the
problem and gain insight into
it, enable the employee to
share strong feelings and gain
self-insight, identify a plan of
action, and encourage the
employee to commit to the
plan

Instructing: The manager
provides direct instruction
(teaches) or guidance on how
to design and implement a
performance improvement
plan

Increased knowledge,
know-how, and skill

Feedback: The manager gives
objective, behavior-based
description of performance
deficiencies

The subordinate understands
and accepts personal
responsibility for the
performance deficiency and
commits to improved
performance

Source: Retrieved from http://www.workshopexercises.com/Leadership_con

tinued.htm#L13. Accessed on October 11, 2014.
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HANDOUT

Exe r c i s e : Wha t I s t he R igh t Managemen t
S t r a t egy fo r Add re s s i ng Team P rob l ems?

Guidelines for Selecting the Best Strategy to Address Multicultural
Problems10

Adaptation Strategy

Best used when facing these problems: when differences in decision-
making styles cause conflict; when differences in communication cause misun-
derstanding or stonewalling

Best used in these kinds of situations: when the challenge comes from cul-
ture rather than personality; when higher-level managers are not able to pro-

vide assistance; when team members would be too embarrassed to ask for
help from higher-level managers

Factors to address: team members need to be exceptionally self-aware,
other aware, and culturally aware for this strategy to be effective; using this

process takes time

Structural Intervention Strategy

Best used when facing these problems: when language fluency, prejudice,
bias, or attitudes are causing emotional tensions; when team members are

inhibited due to perceptions of status differences among members of the
team

Best used in these kinds of situations: when the team and/or tasks can be
easily subdivided

Factors to address: if subdividing the team, be careful to avoid strengthen-
ing or creating new conflicts in perceived status or language fluency differ-
ences or preexisting biases or attitudes

(Continued )

10. Source: Based on content in Brett et al. (2006).
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(Continued)

Managerial Intervention Strategy

Best used when facing these problems: when the team has not developed
respect for the facilitator or team leader; when conflict arises because the

team (guided by the leader) didn’t create agreed-upon ground rules at the
time of team formation; when hierarchy has been violated and team members

have lost face
Best used in these kinds of situations: when the team is “stuck” or has

reached a stalemate; when a higher-level manager is willing and able to inter-
vene; when the problem has caused strong emotion or a high degree of stress

Factors to address: be careful that the team does not become overly
dependent on an intervening manager; watch for resistant or sidelined team
members

Exit Strategy

Best used when facing these problems: when a team member is ostracized

and is unable to perform or has given up; when a team member can’t adjust
to the challenge or contribute to the project

Best used in these kinds of situations: when the team is permanent rather

than temporary; when emotions run too high to be addressed through inter-
vention; when previous intervention strategies haven’t worked; when team

member(s) have lost too much face
Factors to address: large organizational costs (lost talent, lost time, and

wasted training investments); project setbacks, delays, and/or restarts are
costly
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Appendix 9.1: Assessment of General LMMC Capabilities

Assessment of General LMMC Capabilities (Kawamura, 2007b)

Outstanding Performance of

Leaders and Managers

Needs

Work

Average Excellent

Please assess your ability in the following
competency areas according to categories of:
Needs Work, Average, and Excellent.

High-Performing Leaders Needs

Work

Average Excellent

Constantly strive to enlarge their
capacity to see the whole
environment — to see the complex,
often volatile interdependence among
the multiple systems that constitute
the global, industry, and internal
functional areas of the company

Show superior ability to mobilize
people, within the team and across the
organization, to address their toughest
problems

Show superior capacity to be fully
present (i.e., the ability to intervene, to
hold steady, inspire a group, and work

in both verbal and nonverbal realms),
comprehend what is happening, hold
steady during action and problem
solving, and make choices regarding
when and how to intervene within
the team and project
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(Continued )

High-Performing Leaders Needs

Work

Average Excellent

Show superior understanding of the
strategic purpose and strategy of the
firm within the marketplace

Lead the team and/or organization to
meet strategic priorities and stay
focused on highest value activities

Thrive on assisting people to move
beyond the edge of familiar patterns
into the unknown terrain of greater
complexity, new learning, and new
behaviors (usually requiring loss, grief,
conflict, risk, stress, and creativity)

Possess a passionate spirit, balancing
entrepreneurial initiative with solid
follow-through

Knows how to gain power, work
with power, and how to work with
authority

Consciously expect the best of people,
appreciating them, encouraging them,
and helping them reach their potential
by thinking more highly of themselves

Choose to give people hope to
achieve outcomes and objectives, side
by side with an action plan
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(Continued )

High-Performing Leaders Needs

Work

Average Excellent

Consciously share themselves and
vulnerably share the personal successes
and failures of their own life journey,
giving of self through wisdom,
resources, and special occasions in
order to be a “touchable” human with
others

Embody commitment and endurance
in every choice and action, constantly
seeking to work their “game” to the
utmost of their ability

Constantly seek to make things right,
using courage and facing fear in order
to stand up with conviction during
challenge and controversy

Capably discern when to employ the

most effective role of leader, manager,
mentor, or coach in a given situation,
in order to achieve results across the
team

Trust intuition and inner guidance
when making decisions in balance
with experience, knowledge, and fact

Focus time and energy 70 percent on
strengths, 20 percent on new things,
and 10 percent on areas of weakness
in order to maximize talent and time
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(Continued )

High-Performing Leaders Needs

Work

Average Excellent

Consciously set achievable goals on a
daily basis, developing a positive
attitude and motivating others’
outcomes

Take responsibility for driving and
finishing each goal and/or team task,
appropriately working through
relationships while also being driven
by standards of excellence and hard
work

Clearly identify a personal vision,
leading from a place of knowing the
inner voice, the higher voice, the
success and the failure voices and how
they translate to their team’s and
organization’s needs
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High-Performing Managers Needs

Work

Average Excellent

Know what needs to be done to
accomplish the firm’s and team’s goals,
asking what is right for the
organization, where their department
or team contributes, and how they
can affirm the company’s values in all
decision making and planning

Delegate through explaining the why
of the task, due dates, and criteria to
measure success, not the how of
achieving it, giving instructions rather
than orders

Consciously divide and manage
projects and project components
across team members, delegating work
to efficiently and effectively deliver
outstanding results, on budget and on
schedule

Take advantage of team members’
capabilities and delegate the
appropriate tasks so they can work as a
team toward a common goal while
matching specific tasks to the skills of
each individual

Conscientiously plan their work and
work their plan, recording, managing,
and consolidating time to realize
achievements and priorities, clearly
understanding what is expected of
them and why
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(Continued )

High-Performing Managers Needs

Work

Average Excellent

Consistently avoid heroic, recurrent,
and/or unnecessary occasional crises,
changing processes, styles, and team
patterns to meet project deadlines

Give continuous feedback to
employees on performance and
behavior through “in the moment”
rewards and reprimands and quarterly
performance reviews

Build and develop the competencies
of team members/direct reports
through quarterly training programs,
training evaluation, and performance
plans

Clearly communicate how their work
and the work of the team’s individual

members contribute toward the
overall goals and performance of the
whole team and organization,
fostering cooperation across the team

Establish consensus among the team,
creating a common sense of purpose
and involving everyone in working
toward the goal by allowing everyone
a voice while maintaining control of
the group
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(Continued )

High-Performing Managers Needs

Work

Average Excellent

Cultivate team skills and
contributions, recognizing when to
hire and fire and taking action to
create a highly performing team

Run productive and purposeful
meetings, asking themselves and
clearly communicating to others:
“Why are we having this meeting? Do
we want a decision, do we want to
inform, or do we want to make clear
to ourselves what we should be
doing?”

Clearly communicate the purpose,
goals, action plan, and timeline for
reports, projects, presentations, and
tools to team members, ensuring
commitment to meeting them

Provide orientation and direction,
setting norms, resolving conflict, and
when necessary providing protection
for the marketing team within the
greater context of the sales and
marketing organization

Manage and optimize the department/
organization and external stakeholders,
creating a team focused on strategic
execution of programs that help the
company achieve its business goals
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(Continued )

High-Performing Managers Needs

Work

Average Excellent

Hire the right people within the right
roles through utilizing job
descriptions, interviews, compensation
plans, and passion, strategically
growing the team to handle the
organization’s development stage

Track and measure progress toward a
goal, and know how to measure
success at the completion of the work

Create and communicate plans that set
goals, orchestrate team buy-in, define
resources (staff, outside suppliers,
budget), determine each step, identify
achievable milestones, and anticipate
obstacles along with plan B solutions

Set and exceed the timelines for all

project and task work, creating direct
result

Plan and track a budget to exceed
annual and quarterly objectives
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Outstanding Performance of

Mentors and Coaches

Needs

Work

Average Excellent

Please assess your ability in the following
competency areas according to categories of:
Needs Work, Average, and Excellent.

High-Performing Mentors: (1) Needs

Work

Average Excellent

Clearly commit to the value of
mentoring and know when to use this
role and set of competencies with a
team member

Help the mentee have a positive
mental attitude, using motivation,
feedback, personal story telling, and
vulnerability

Listen without judgment when the
employee has a problem or challenge,
identifying and legitimizing their
feelings and repeating back their
statements

Give feedback, providing information
that guides the employee to identify a
solution or assess numerous alternative
options for the situation

Effectively confront negative
behavior, focusing on what mentees
see, interpret, think, feel, want, and
need in order to aid them with change

Sponsor the mentee by opening doors
and making introductions in order to

advance their career
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(Continued )

High-Performing Mentors: (1) Needs

Work

Average Excellent

Actively support the team member
and/or act as a buffer in difficult
situations

Openly challenge the team member
to new ways of thinking or acting,
and push them to stretch to their
capabilities

Act as role models, demonstrating the
kinds of behaviors, attitudes, and
values that lead to success in the
organization

Counsel the team member who is
having difficult professional dilemmas

Demonstrate personal care and
friendship that goes beyond business
requirements, and are personally
invested in their development and
success

Actively explore ways to set up
mentor/mentee relationships for
members of their team, seeking to
create organizational value and
personal development value for the
individual
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High-Performing Coaches: (2) Needs

Work

Average Excellent

Clearly commit to the value of
coaching and know when to use this
role and set of competencies with a
team member

Develop him- or herself as a “master
of coaching,” fully conscious of the
range of tools and applications
available for coaching

Create a team climate conducive to
learning, characterized by mutual
trust, accountability for results, and
motivation to learn and improve

Thoroughly observe and research the
situation, the person, and the person’s
current skills and prepare before
beginning to coach

Consciously target observed behaviors,
not supposed personal attitudes or
motives, when working with the
coachee

Consistently choose to show rather
than tell when coaching a team
member, focusing on the “why”
something should occur and leaving
the “how” to the employee
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(Continued )

High-Performing Coaches: (2) Needs

Work

Average Excellent

Practice a range of “Asking to
Telling” when coaching, always
recognizing that asking powerful
questions even when one knows the
answers is more effective than telling
when attempting to build someone’s
skills

Show superior ability to initiate the
coachee to see on his own behalf and
in his own way what he most needs to
see (i.e., helping to see, rather than
telling)

Consistently obtain feedback from
team members when coaching in
order to ensure that they clearly
understand and interpret the message
the way it was delivered, being ever
conscious of listening rather than
talking

Consistently ask the coachee what he
learned from a particular task rather
than telling him “Here’s what you did
wrong, and here’s what you need to
do the next time,” gaining mutual
agreement to goals and next steps

Actively pursue follow-up to ensure
constancy and change in behavior
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(Continued )

High-Performing Coaches: (2) Needs

Work

Average Excellent

Choose to guide rather than judge
when coaching a team member

Artfully use “in the moment
coaching” rather than changing into a
jogging suit and creating a big event

Recognize that coaching one or two
points at a time is more effective than
coaching numerous points

Creatively choose the most
appropriate coaching tool to aid in the
coaching moment
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Assessment of Leadership Cross

Cultural Competencies (3)

Needs

Work

Average Excellent

Please assess your ability in the following
competency areas according to categories of:
Needs Work, Average, and Excellent.

Personal competencies, characteristics, or behaviors:

Open-mindedness

Flexibility

Listening

Observation

Respect

Adaptability

Willingness to admit and learn from
mistakes

Willingness to learn from others

Inclusiveness

Curiosity

Ethics

Humility

Intercultural competencies, characteristics, or behaviors:

Understanding of other cultures

Broad perspective

Respectful of other cultures

Cognitive complexity

Cultural bridging

Cultural sensitivity
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(Continued )

Assessment of Leadership Cross

Cultural Competencies (3)

Needs

Work

Average Excellent

Global knowledge

Appreciation of diversity

Communication

Connecting with people

Building trust with others

Professional competencies, characteristics, or behaviors:

Teamwork

Professional competence

Accountability

Empowering/inspiring others to act

Purpose; drive for results

Emotional and social capabilities:

Self-awareness (including emotional
awareness, accurate self-assessment,
and self-confidence)

Engagement in personal
transformation

Inquisitiveness

Self-regulation (including self-control,
trustworthiness, conscientiousness,
adaptability, and innovation)

Motivation (including achievement
drive, commitment, initiative, and
optimism)
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(Continued )

Assessment of Leadership Cross

Cultural Competencies (3)

Needs

Work

Average Excellent

Empathy (including understanding
others, developing others, service
orientation, the ability to leverage
diversity, and political awareness)

Social skills (including influence,
communication, conflict management,
leadership, being a change catalyst,
building bonds, collaboration and
cooperation, and team capabilities)

Networking skills

Social judgment skills

Other mental and behavioral capabilities:

Motivation to work in an
international environment

Cognitive skills

Acceptance of complexity and its
contradictions

Knowledge (to do the job and to
understand people).

(3) Source: Goleman (1998), Harris and Moran (1987), and Jokinin (2007).
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